Mark Cookson
Any chance you can call me?
Just a quick question
Are u gone Thursday, 5th for that long Easter weekend
Just received a call from Ald Moriarty indicating he would prefer to have
police overtime issue addressed prior to West Hollis St land purchase. I
would suspect Donchess is of the same opinion. What would you like to do?
Very possible it may be tabled again until police commissioners/Chief speak
with us next wk.
Do you still need GIS access tonight?
It's set up if we need it.
Ok just wanted to be sure it was there if you needed it sounds like you took
care of it

Dan Moriarty
Thanks for the call. I apologize for getting cut off. I have poor cell
service where I live - maybe I should contact my ward alderman. I can follow
up during the week re emergency action since I dont want to bother you every
time something happens.
Estimated time of restoration midnight. Have a goodnight
Left you a vm re Romney event time sensitive...
Count me in for two.
Ok need names you and..
Rosemary Russell.
Thanks let you know details
Meet 530 Ymca lot close to riverside?
Will do
And afterwards I can swim at the Y.

John Griffin
John, what r the numbers for the uaw and afcme with a 1%?
Will send in a few minutes
Just thinking about if they both pass with the .5 2012 and 1% 2013 how much
that leaves for police.. I think we have 279 contingency 2013 and over 150
for 2012..
We haue 131K left this yr and 230K next year. Pd will need 67K this yr and
145K next yr. There should be enough funds for PD AFSCME and UAW.
Hmm you know pd # do you know uaw and afscme?
Afscme 15K this yr gen fund 45K next yr gen fund
UAW 20
UAW 20K this yr 64K next yr
Thanks
Meeting over all items passed
Thanks
Hey 2 things.. Spreadsheet for budget mtgs.. And what restaurant on the river
did you recommend?
I recall it was the LeMont on the Incline. Is the budget sheet that you are
looking for the one i created in excel that is in calendar format?
Thanks.. No the one that compared yr to yr how many budget mtgs
Ok i will look
Tks I know you did one I didn't have time to dig it up I need to give it to
Brian before tomorrows mtg
Ok i will get it to you in advance. Do u want to include the wrap up mtgs?
Yes please
The worksheet is in your email inbox.
All set back to FY07

Thanks got it..
Can you take the top of the sheet and send it to me I can't do it myself
thanks
In the comprehensive one can you add introduction and passage dates?
Yes
Tks Steve Bennett found 03 04 d 05 I think that had budgets passed after July
interesting he thinks because of CAP issues
I added the passage dates to my recent email.
Budget mtg cancelled tomorrow
Got it
See u tomorrow
Rose and I are available to discuss surplus and escrows during my one on one
time if that works for you.
That would be great thanks!
Fyi
june transfers as of july 20 are in the aldermen transfer book
Thanks.. You should be enjoying vacation!
Not a problem
my entertainment tonight has been the SOX OLYMPICS & BOA!
2 out of 3 not bad
Long out of dodge
your signature on record of exp
financials and
transfers provided to BOA office
transfers minor mostly school
Mayor - I placed the info you requested on your desk under your yellow
notepad.
Tks
Hey John, any chance you can join me at the police commission mtg at 8am?
Should have thought to ask you sooner..
On my way
Thanks
Roy Sorrenson
Aldds so main dw robinson rd
Can you call me when you have a minute?
Doesn't look like storm is going to develop
We got .5"
Treating everything
Sometimes our toast lands jelly side up!
Treating roads - 1"
Going to keep the trucks we have on to get everything before morning commute
- no full scale plowing
Supposed to warm up tomorrow and 50s wednesday
Amen.. Tks heads up hope you are feeling better
Dont like how sides are looking
Going to scrape
Ok.. Please remember hills and problem areas.. Likely will be icy early..
Really bad conditions now
White out
Blizzard forecst to 1pm
A lot of staff at 24 hours by 6:45 everyone will be.
13" plus in areas and wind is causing drifts
2 tows so far so people have stayed off streets
Hopefully at daybreak they do not come out
Spoke w George local radio
18" climbing

Scratch the 18
22" now
Wow.. Everyone holding up ok? You punchy yet?
Long way to go everyones punchy
Time to motivate to keep them here and going
Anything I can do to help? Food brought in?
Ordered breakfast sandwiches last night from
Nortons just got here
Ok.. Let me know
If a sub shop is
out well?
Cots worked good
25.5
We'll keep at it
Hope it stops at

if I can help.. Maybe I can swing in at noon or something ..
open I can bring subs or something let me know.. Cots work

but the snow and drifts are crazy
1

Glad the cots worked. It was
Drifts in my driveway almost
You still there?
Yes
Making progress but we'll be
People are making a mess out

a good idea! The wind is making it impossible..
to the roof of my car!

here a little while
there

We have massive banks on edge of road and corners
I'm sure it's awful.. Not sure we can get people not to put there cars in the
street while they clean their driveways.. I should have thought of mentioning
that..
Nothing you can do were working around them best we can
I understand
I told them you would have lunch for them at Street Dept at 2pm
60 people
Will do.. You have drinks?
Theres a soda machine
Not empty is it? Have they had subs or Chinese since they started?
Subs are fine
Probably bring soda ad machine is likely empty
Have they had subs? Have they had Chinese?
I told them subs
I usually get pizzas and breakfast sandwiches but thats what they already had
for this storm
So subs would be a good change and thats what i told them they were getting
But im sure they would jump at chinese
Thank you!
Donna is answering phones at 4750 if you need help
I'll have her get eating area ready which will be conference room
Buffet style
Ok.. Going to see which thing can be accommodated.. Then decide
See you at 2 with subs and soda

Morning what are the weather expectations? What are your staff plans?
We were here for quick preteat yesterday got warm snow melted off the 1.5"
Not quite today it is going to stay cold so we're going to scrape and treat
Everythinh
How much are we expecting? How long is it suppose to last?
whole crew? From when to when?
1.5" now expecting 2-2.5
Windy drifting
Snow pulling out bu noon

Bringing in

Right now city forces have a lot of people out so looking at limited hires
Wrapping up operation by 4
4 trucks will stay thru evening for drifting trouble spots
Hills were all black and we'll continue to keep eye on
Thanks for the info
In plowing operations
Looks like all day
How much snow and when did you start? I'm in ny city no snow here
We were in treating thru overnight they were calling for snow didnt amount to
much 1"
This morning starting coming down heavy wet snow still coming
3-6" expected into tonight
Thanks keep me in the loop.. Appreciate it
Justin Kates
(1/2)The PD has asked me to speak at their public hearing on Monday for their
accreditation about their compliance with homeland security's
(2/2)NIMS...wanted to give you a heads up
Thank you.. I can't attend I committed to another event where I am receiving
a recognition and am speaking
How often do they have to do this?
Every 3 yrs I think.. I have their last report..
Look at this: http://adoptahydrant.org in reference to the sidewalk article
in the paper today
(1/2)There are a lot of innovative maps to track clearing of hydrants and
allowing people to volunteer to shovel a residents sidewalk that
(2/2)needs help
Was in a meeting with Sousa, sorry I missed your call. I'm available until
12 then I have another meeting
I'm available now to talk about radio system
I'll take a look at the report and put something together
The uhaul on the hill on orange st that is always there has been plowed
around twice. Called in for a tow @ 2 and am getting the runaround. Rods on
canal parks his rental stock on Orange all day everyday he is open. Orange is
a slide and can't even get a ticket written.
Call me when you get a second
Alright
Just finishing up dinner walking out
No rush
Have you talked to Lisa if about if snow emergency ending at 7 as planned or
being extended?
Just want to make sure website stays up to date

I spoke with Roy I should have asked.. Hold on
Lisa just responded and said ending at 7 still. I'll hold off on telling
Justin to change it. Let me know
I just texted Roy and Andy asked them to talk to you about that and web site
updates..
OK I'll give him a call
Below is Andy's response i think Roy is down for the count! ------I tried to call roy he did not answer snow emergency should end at 7 because
we are not towing you anymore I can't think of anything that I need to tell
Justin
Sounds good, its changed on web
Thanks

Jay Hunnewell

Yikes.. They have to fix this machine..
Don't forget to let Sue Lovering pick carpet Brian asked to add her office..
We should look at getting the unit out of the closet before we put in new
carpet..
I will look into removing that unit sue picked carpet

Nick Miservitch
City web is at a crawl.. Very bad day for that. Any thing that can be done?
It has been this way since the storm.
The server is fine, the internet line
is completely saturated. We moved everything possible off of the T1. All
web traffic today.
Let me know what the fix is we need to make it happen.. It's not the
bandwidth discussion is it?
Unfortunately it is bandwidth. Town of this size should have moved off of a
T1 years ago.
Probably true.. However we have had significantly worse storms and not had
this problem..
More of a push of gis data now than before... coupled with the election....
i will log in and see if there is amything else that can be redirected to
maximize the bandwidth
Got Fairpoint to go with one yr with 2 one yr options..
Will be on next weeks finance agenda..
Did you get your concerns addresses?
Think so

Chief Seusing
Chief, such heartbreaking news.. Thanks for understanding how important it is
to me to get the update.. You enjoy your weekend too. Donnalee
You're very welcome . Talk with you next week.

Chief need to quickly touch base about a car registration problem we had
today that your shop needs to be aware of before the end of day tomorrow
could you call me?
Mayor, I have been told that the victims condition is better than we
initially thought and expected to survive. Sounds like bullet missed vitals
in neck.
Still searching for suspect at this time. Nothing more at this time. I'll
call you in the morning with an update unless something critical happens
earlier.
Some good news.. Thank you for the update
Yes it is. I will call you in the morning. Have a nice night.
Mayor , I am awaiting an update and will call as soon as I get it. It should
be very soon.
Thanks..
Mayor nothing new other than victim was released earlier and investigation is
ongoing.
Good news.. No arrest?
No nothing yet. Victim is not being as cooperative as we'd like.
Unbelievable! Is the shooter back in nh?
Not certain who the shooter is at this point. Possibly not the person we
originally thought. Still searching. We're hoping the victim will help us
out.
Shouldn't be so hard.. You'd think they'd want to help.. Thanks for keeping
me updated, prefer that to the news.
You're welcome. Enjoy your evening. I'll let you know about any progress.
Thanks you too
Mayor just an update from my earlier voicemail. Victim is still on life
support. Suspects were located in Vermont at Canadian border. We're up there
now. Still trying to determine what happened. They might be charged with
something related to incident but not the shooting. Nothing more at this
time.
Appreciate the updates.

